Use of Non-Vital Pulp Therapies in Primary Teeth
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Abstract: Purpose: To present an evidence-based guideline for non-vital pulp therapies due to deep caries or trauma in primary teeth. Methods: The authors, working with the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, conducted a systematic review/meta-analysis for studies on non-vital primary teeth resulting from trauma or caries and used the GRADE approach to assess level of certainty of evidence for clinical recommendations. Results: GRADE was assessed from high to very low. Comparing teeth with/without root resorption, pulpectomy success was better (P<0.001) in those without preoperative root resorption. Zinc oxide plus iodoform plus calcium hydroxide ([ZO/iodoform/CH]; Endoflas™) and zinc oxide and eugenol (ZOE) pulpectomy success did not differ from iodoform (iodoform plus calcium hydroxide; Vitapex™, Metapex™) (P=0.55) after 18-months; however, ZO/iodoform/CH and ZOE success rates remained near 90 percent while iodoform was 71 percent or less. Network analysis ratings showed ZO/iodoform/CH and ZOE better than iodoform. Lesion sterilization tissue repair (LSTR) was better (P<0.001) than pulpectomy in teeth with preoperative root resorption, but pulpectomy results were better (P=0.09) if roots were intact. Rotary instrumentation of root canals was significantly faster (P<0.001) than manual, but the quality of fill did not differ (P=0.09) and both had comparable success. Network analysis ranked ZO/iodoform/CH the best, ZOE second, and iodoform lowest at 18 months. Success rates were not impacted by method of obturation or root length determination, type of tooth, number of visits, irrigants, smear layer removal, or timing/type of final restoration. Conclusions: Pulpectomy 18-month success rates supported ZO/iodoform/CH and ZOE pulpectomy over iodoform. LSTR had limited indication for teeth with resorbed roots and requires close monitoring. (Pediatr Dent 2020;42(5):337-49) Received April 16, 2020 | Last Revision June 13, 2020 | Accepted June 15, 2020
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Plain language summary

Purpose. Untreated decay or trauma can cause the nerve of the tooth to become irreversibly inflamed, abscessed, or dead. The diagnosis is based on both clinical and radiographic signs and symptoms, such as a toothache waking the child in the middle of the night, unprovoked toothache, gum or facial swelling, or X-rays showing the tooth has bone loss or root resorption. Treatment options for this condition include extraction, root canal therapy (pulpectomy), or lesion sterilization tissue repair (LSTR), which involves the placement of antibiotics inside the tooth. This manuscript evaluates available treatment options to save baby (primary) teeth with dying (irreversibly inflamed), dead (necrotic), or abscessed nerve (pulp) resulting from decay or trauma and various factors that impact the treatment’s success (e.g., eliminate pain and swelling or pathology on follow-up X-rays).
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Regarding leaves the deepest decay to prevent a pulp exposure, LSTR is a measurement of inconsistency of the data included in the LSTR treatment. It is a rinse of three antibiotics (minocycline, metronidazole, and ciprofloxacin) blended in a propylene glycol base and used in LSTR treatment. The influence of various factors, such as specific resorptions or destruction from caries or trauma or the tooth has an unclear diagnosis, complications from prior pulp therapy, or very low levels of evidence except two. The recommendations regarding rotary versus hand instrumentation of root canals and LSTR for teeth with root resorption had moderate levels of evidence. The quality of evidence was not assessed on extractions of non-restorable teeth. Future trials are needed to further evaluate which non-vital treatments are effective with follow-up periods of a minimum of two years.

**Scope and purpose**

The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD) intends this guideline to aid clinicians in optimizing patient care when choosing pulp therapies for treating children with non-vital or irreversibly inflamed primary teeth. The pulp diagnosis is based on symptoms as well as clinical and radiographic signs. Carious or traumatized primary teeth diagnosed with irreversible pulpitis or necrotic pulp can be treated with non-vital pulp therapies or extraction. Currently, there are two non-vital pulp therapies for primary teeth: (1) conventional pulpectomy and (2) lesion sterilization tissue repair (LSTR). For this guideline, the overall (combined clinical and radiographic) success of pulpectomy and LSTR was evaluated. The influence of various factors, such as the number of visits, root length determination method, instrumentation technique, irrigation, obturation (quality, techniques, and materials), and removal of the smear layer were evaluated for the overall success of conventional pulpectomy, which was also compared to LSTR in primary teeth with and without preoperative root resorption. In addition, reported adverse events such as pain were reviewed for this guideline.

The current recommendation supersedes the section on “Non-vital pulp treatment for primary teeth diagnosed with irreversible or necrotic pulp” in the AAPD best practices on pulp therapy for primary and immature permanent teeth; however, it does not apply to pulp therapy for immature permanent teeth or pulp therapy for primary teeth with traumatic injuries.

**Clinical questions addressed.** The AAPD Workgroup (WG) used the Population, Intervention, Control, and Outcome (PICO) formulation to develop the following clinical questions that will aid clinicians in the use of non-vital pulp therapies in primary teeth:

1. In primary teeth, how do we diagnose irreversible pulpitis/pulp necrosis?
2. In non-vital primary teeth, when should a clinician choose extraction over non-vital pulp therapy?
3. In non-vital primary teeth, does pulpectomy have better long-term success in teeth with or without root resorption?
   a) In primary teeth with no root resorption needing non-vital pulp therapy, how does the success of LSTR compare to conventional pulpectomy?
   b) In primary teeth with significant root resorption (external greater than one millimeter (mm) and/or internal) needing non-vital pulp therapy, how does the success of LSTR compare to conventional pulpectomy?
4. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, what factors influence success?
   a) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the number of treatment visits influence success?
   b) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the method of root length determination influence success?
   c) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the instrumentation (hand instruments versus rotary) technique influence time of treatment, quality of fill, and success?
   d) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the removal of the smear layer influence success?
5. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the type of isolation technique influence success?
6. In primary teeth treated with LSTR, what factors influence success?
   a) When doing LSTR, how does traditional 3Mix (with tetracycline) compare to alternate 3Mix (without tetracycline)?
   b) When doing LSTR, should the root canals be filed or broached?
7. What are the adverse events associated with non-vital pulp therapy in primary teeth?

**Figure.** Guideline decision tree recommendations. Abbreviations in figure, see Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations.
Methods
The AAPD previously published best practices2 on non-vital pulp therapy entitled “Pulp Therapy for Primary and Immature Permanent Teeth,” which was last revised in 2019. Evidence from a systematic review and meta-analysis of non-vital pulp therapy for primary teeth,1 published with this guideline, is the basis for the current guideline’s recommendations.

Search strategy and evidence inclusion criteria. It was decided a priori to use the AAPD’s systematic review (SR) on non-vital pulp therapies.1 The WG used multiple literature searches in PubMed®/MEDLINE, Embase®, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and trial databases to identify randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews addressing peripheral issues not covered by the review, such as patient preferences and impact of cost. The search strategy was updated by one of the authors. Title, abstract, and full-text review of studies was done in duplicate independently by some WG members. They extracted the data and performed the risk of bias assessment (ROB) and meta-analyses.

Assessment of the evidence. This guideline is based on the SR1 that assessed the quality of the evidence using the Grades of Recommendation Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE)4,5 approach.

Weaknesses of this guideline are inherent to the limitations found in the SR upon which this guideline is based. Limitations include failure to review non-English language studies other than those in Spanish, Portuguese, and Chinese, and the recommendations are based on combined data from studies of different risks of bias.

Formulation of the recommendations. The WG evaluated and voted on the level of certainty of the evidence using the GRADE approach. The GRADE approach recognizes the evidence quality and certainty as high, moderate, low, and very low4,5 based on serious or very serious issues, including the ROB, imprecision, inconsistency, indirectness of evidence, and publication bias. To formulate the recommendations, the WG used an evidence-to-decision framework, including domains such as priority of the problem, certainty in the evidence, balance between desirable and undesirable consequences, and patients’ values and preferences. The strength of a recommendation was assessed to be either strong or conditional, which presents different implications for patients, clinicians, and policy.

The guidelines were formulated via teleconferences, in-person meetings, and online forum discussions with members of the WG. The WG members discussed all recommendations and issues surrounding the topic under review, and all significant topics such as recommendations were voted upon anonymously.

Understanding the recommendations. These clinical practice guidelines provide recommendations for non-vital pulp therapies in primary teeth. GRADE rates the strength of a recommendation as either strong or conditional in favor of or against an intervention. The strength of a recommendation presents different implications for patients, clinicians, and policymakers.

A strong recommendation in favor of the intervention implies the WG is confident that the desired benefits of the intervention outweigh any undesirable effects. A strong recommendation against the intervention implies the WG is confident that the undesired effects of the intervention outweigh any

| Table 1. IMPLICATIONS OF STRONG AND CONDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DIFFERENT USERS OF GUIDELINES |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| Strong recommendation                                         | Conditional recommendation                                    |
| For patients                                                 | Most individuals in this situation would want the suggested course of action, but many would not. |
| For clinicians                                               | Recognize that different choices will be appropriate for different patients and that you must help each patient arrive at a management decision consistent with her or his values and preferences. Decision aids may well be useful in helping individuals making decisions consistent with their values and preferences. Clinicians should expect to spend more time with patients when working toward a decision. |
| For policymakers                                             | The recommendation can be adapted as policy in most situations, including for the use of performance indicators. | Policymaking will require substantial debates and involvement of many stakeholders. Policies are also more likely to vary between regions. Performance indicators would have to focus on the fact that adequate deliberation about the management options has taken place. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quality of evidence is a continuum; any discrete categorization involves some degree of arbitrariness. Nevertheless, the advantages of simplicity, transparency, and vividness outweigh these limitations.
potential benefits. A strong recommendation (for or against) means that, in most situations, clinicians may want to follow the WG’s suggested course of action.

A conditional recommendation in favor indicates that, while there is appreciable uncertainty, the desired effects may outweigh the undesired effects of the intervention. A conditional recommendation against implies that, while there is appreciable uncertainty, the undesirable effects probably outweigh the potential benefits of the intervention. A conditional recommendation (for or against) means the WG recognizes that the clinician may want to follow the suggested course of action while being cognizant of the various other treatment choices, individual patient’s circumstances, preferences, and values. A recommendation statement with “must” or “shall” indicates an imperative need and/or duty is an essential or indispensable item/mandatory; a recommendation with “should” indicates the recommended need and/or duty highly desirable, and a recommendation with “may” or “could” indicates freedom or liberty to follow a suggested alternative. Table 2 shows a summary of the recommendations included in this guideline.

**Recommendations**

**Question 1. In primary teeth, how do we diagnose irreversible pulpitis/pulp necrosis?**

**Recommendation:** The WG’s review did not find any direct evidence to make a recommendation on the criteria to be used by clinicians for diagnosing irreversible pulpitis/pulp necrosis in primary teeth. It is suggested that a child’s tooth with one or more clinical signs or symptoms of unprovoked toothache, sinus tract or other soft tissue pathology, gingival swelling not associated with periodontal disease, abnormal tooth mobility, or radiographically furcation or periapical radiolucency or external or internal root resorption be diagnosed as having irreversible pulpitis/pulp necrosis (Figure; see normal/reversible pulpitis and irreversible pulpitis/necrosis).

**Summary of findings:** The clinical signs and symptoms and radiographic findings suggestive of irreversible pulpitis/pulp necrosis in primary teeth were based on the selection criteria used by the studies included in the SR. Diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis cannot be based solely on pulpal bleeding that cannot be controlled within five minutes.

**Remarks:** According to the AAPD best practices for pulp therapy for primary and immature permanent teeth, a tooth planned for pulpotomy where the hemorrhage cannot be controlled with a damp cotton pellet applied for several minutes exhibits signs of irreversible pulpitis. There is no reference for this statement. A recent study concluded that “controlling bleeding at the exposure site or canal orifices does not provide an accurate assessment of inflammation at the canal orifice and may be misleading for diagnosing vital pulp treatment in primary teeth with carious pulp exposures.” Therefore, the inability to control pulpal hemorrhage after a few minutes may not solely be a reliable indicator of irreversible pulpitis.

**Question 2. In non-vital primary teeth, when should a clinician choose extraction over non-vital pulp therapy?**

**Recommendation:** The WG did not find any direct evidence to make a recommendation on the criteria to be used by clinicians for choosing extraction over non-vital pulp therapy in non-vital primary teeth. It is suggested that, for teeth deemed nonrestorable or when the patient has one or more exceptions to the guideline recommendations stated previously in this guideline and Figure, the treatment of choice may be extraction.

**Summary of findings:** The AAPD’s SR stated that the RCT articles on pulpectomy and LSTR showed nonrestorable teeth were extracted. Teeth were not considered for pulpectomy or LSTR if they had an inadequate crown or extensive root structure resorption and were not restorable.

**Question 3. In non-vital primary teeth, does pulpectomy have better long-term success in teeth with or without root resorption?**

**Recommendation:** Evidence suggests that pulpectomy is a viable long-term treatment for non-vital primary teeth without root resorption compared to those with root resorption. Therefore, pulpectomy should be considered for non-vital primary teeth without preoperative root resorption. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence—12 months; conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence—24 months.)

**Summary of findings:** Studies on pulpectomy success of 12 months or longer, irrespective of the root canal filler type or method of obturation, were evaluated in the SR using a meta-analysis comparing teeth with and without root resorption. Those without root resorption had statistically significant higher success (89 percent) compared to those with root resorption (47 percent). The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE at 12 months, due to the very serious heterogeneity seen in the I² statistic and very serious indirectness due to the indirect comparison.

The 24-month findings were similar to the 12-month findings, but there was only one study with root resorption and one without root resorption. Therefore, a meta-analysis of RCTs was not computed. A meta-analysis of pulpectomy studies with 24-month follow-up was conducted for combined RCT non-randomized observational study (NRS) success rates in the SR. There was a significant difference between the teeth with or without preoperative root resorption. Teeth with resorption had significantly less success (59 percent) compared to teeth without resorption (88 percent). The quality of the evidence for this result was very low according to GRADE at 24 months, due to high ROB and very serious indirectness.

**Remarks:** For longer periods (24 to 60 months) from RCT and NRS articles, pulpectomy success in teeth without preoperative root resorption from the SR had higher success (84 to 90 percent) versus teeth with preoperative root resorption (59 to 69 percent).

**Question 3a. In primary teeth with no root resorption needing non-vital pulp therapy, how does the success of LSTR compare to conventional pulpectomy?**

**Recommendation:** Pulpectomy success was higher than LSTR for teeth without preoperative root resorption, indicating it should be preferred over LSTR in these teeth. (Conditional recommendation, low quality of evidence.)

**Summary of findings:** For teeth with no external or internal root resorption from direct comparison data, LSTR success was 65 percent compared to 92 percent for pulpectomy success. For this comparison, the meta-analysis favored pulpectomy, although the difference was not statistically different (relative risk [RR] equals 0.77; 95 percent confidence interval [95% CI] equals 0.56 to 1.05). The NNT equals five, which means that after 12 months one failure may be prevented for every five teeth using pulpectomy instead of LSTR. The quality of the evidence for this result was low, according to the GRADE at 12 months, due to a serious imprecision seen in the sample sizes and the serious heterogeneity seen in the I² statistic (measurement of inconsistency of the data included in the meta-analysis).
Question 3b. In primary teeth with significant root resorption (external greater than one mm and/or internal) needing non-vital pulp therapy, how does the success of LSTR compare to conventional pulpectomy?  

**Recommendation:** If the clinician decides not to extract the tooth with significant preoperative root resorption, LSTR should be chosen over pulpectomy to save such teeth for up to 12-months, but if retained longer should be monitored with periodic clinical exams and radiographs at least every 12 months after doing LSTR. (Conditional recommendation, moderate quality of evidence.)

**Summary of findings:** For teeth with external or internal root resorption from direct comparison data, the LSTR success rate was 76 percent compared to the pulpectomy success rate of 47 percent. This included teeth where the canals were filed or not before antibiotic placement for LSTR. The meta-analysis was
significant ($P=0.001$), favoring LSTR ($\text{RR equals 1.65; 95\% CI equals 1.31 to 2.08}$). The NNT equals four, meaning one failure would be prevented for every four teeth using LSTR instead of pulpectomy. The quality of the evidence for this result was moderate, according to the GRADE at 12 months, due to the serious imprecision seen in the sample sizes.

Remarks: Qualitative data from prospective studies showed the combined 24-month LSTR success was 37 percent in these studies. The report from Grewal is a 36-month RCT; it found that LSTR treatment adversely affected the permanent tooth eruption due to interradicular bone loss and, in one case, caused an odontogenic keratocyst. Perhaps LSTR should be used only to save primary molars for up to 12 months to maintain space and then be monitored periodically.

Table 2. CONTINUED*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical question</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Quality of evidence (follow-up duration)</th>
<th>Strength of recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the choice of obturation material influence success?</td>
<td>The evidence suggests that ZO/iodoform/CH and ZOE may be a better choice for pulpectomy success compared to iodoform at 18 months. The network analysis after 18 months showed that ZO/iodoform/CH ranked first followed by ZOE and then iodoform.</td>
<td>Very low (18 months)</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) In primary teeth treated with non-vital pulp therapy, does the timing and/or type of final restoration influence success?</td>
<td>The 12-month data showed stainless steel crowns versus fillings had comparable success unaffected by the timing of when the final restoration was placed. The limited 24-month data suggests that the teeth restored with stainless steel crowns had better success than composites. Therefore, the clinician may choose the type and timing of restoration placement based on their clinical preference.</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the obturation technique (syringe, Lentulo, hand pluggers) influence the quality of fill and success?</td>
<td>The quality of the fill (flush fill) and pulpectomy success using Lentulo spirals, hand pluggers, and syringes were not statistically different. The clinician may choose any of these obturation techniques based on clinical preference.</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the tooth type (incisor, primary first molars, primary second molars) influence success?</td>
<td>No evidence-based dentistry recommendation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j) In teeth that are necrotic as a result of trauma, is pulpectomy successful?</td>
<td>No evidence-based dentistry recommendation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the type of isolation technique influence success?</td>
<td>No evidence-based dentistry recommendation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. In primary teeth treated with LSTR, what factors influence success?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) When doing LSTR, how does traditional 3Mix (with tetracycline) compare to alternate 3Mix (without tetracycline)?</td>
<td>Considering the significantly higher success of alternate 3Mix and the potential adverse effects of tetracycline in children, when doing LSTR clinicians should choose an alternate 3Mix (without tetracycline) over traditional 3Mix.</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) When doing LSTR, should the root canals be filed or broached?</td>
<td>When doing LSTR, clinicians may choose whether or not to file/broach the canals since both methods were not significantly different in success.</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. What are the adverse events associated with non-vital pulp therapy in primary teeth?</td>
<td>No evidence-based dentistry recommendation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Abbreviations in table, see Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations.

**Question 4. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, what factors influence success?**

**Question 4a. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the number of treatment visits influence success?**

Recommendation: In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, the overall success after 12 months was not impacted by the number of visits; therefore, it is suggested that clinicians may choose either a one-visit or two-visit pulpectomy based on clinical expertise and individual circumstances. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

Summary of findings: The effect of whether one- or two-visit pulpectomy affected success was tested with meta-analyses in the SR.$^1$ For the one-visit group, the pooled success was 74 percent compared to 81 percent for the two-visit group. The difference between the groups was not significantly different.
The quality of the evidence for this finding was very low due to the very serious inconsistency in the I² statistic and the indirect comparison.

**Question 4b. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the method of root length determination influence success?**

**Recommendation:** Evidence suggests that clinicians may choose any of the root length determination methods (tactile, radiographs, apex locators) based on their clinical expertise and individual circumstances. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

**Summary of findings:** The effect of whether the method of root length determination altered success was tested with meta-analyses in the SR.1 For the studies that used an apex locator, the pooled success was 79 percent compared to 86 percent for those that used radiographs. The two methods were not significantly different (P=0.28). The quality of the evidence for this finding was very low due to the very serious inconsistency in the I² statistic and indirect comparison.

**Remarks:** There was one in vivo study11 of single-rooted primary anterior teeth using an apex locator, radiographs, and tactile feel of the apex in the mouth to the actual length of the tooth after it was extracted. This article did not evaluate pulpectomy success. Of the 22 teeth without root resorption, the apex locator and radiographs mean length deviation from the actual mean length of 15 mm was insignificant while the tactile feel method was one mm significantly shorter in the same teeth. In 29 teeth with apical root resorption, the mean lengths for tactile feel, radiographic, and apex locator were 0.1 mm shorter than the actual length. Two clinical NR55 used tactile feel for their primary tooth pulpectomies. They had success data that could be computed for 21 months on primary molars (96.6 percent success; 513 out of 531) and 46 months (93.8 percent; 485 out of 517).

**Question 4c. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the instrumentation (hand instruments versus rotary) technique influence time of treatment, quality of fill, and success?**

**Recommendation:** Rotary instrumentation time was significantly shorter than manual instrumentation time by approximately two minutes, but the two instrumentation methods had comparable successes while the occurrence of flush fills (a root canal filled to the apex) favored rotary. Considering these findings and the additional resources/training for rotary over manual instrumentation, clinicians may choose either method of instrumentation. (Conditional recommendation, moderate quality of evidence.)

**Summary of findings:** manual versus rotary canal preparation time. The meta-analysis comparing rotary to manual canal filing showed a significant difference favoring rotary filing, which was approximately two minutes faster than manual filing (mean difference [MD] equals -126; 95% CI equals -167 to -85; P=0.0001).3 The quality of the evidence for this result was high according to the GRADE. Although there was heterogeneity seen in the I² statistic, this was only due to how much faster rotary canal preparation was compared to manual preparation. Only one clinical study44 compared manual versus rotary filing after 24 months, and there was no significant difference in the two groups’ pulpectomy success. The antibacterial observational study by Subramaniam3 evaluating manual versus rotary canal preparation showed no difference in bacterial reduction.

**Remarks:** There were 21 RCTs in the SR.1 They could not be evaluated statistically since one was a 24-month study and the other a 36-month study. The 36-month study showed, with smear layer removal, a pulpectomy success rate of 82 percent (14 out of 17) versus 88 percent (15 out of 17) without smear layer removal, and the 24 months study had similar success rates that also were not statistically different. Smear layer removal for pulpectomy in primary teeth does not seem to alter its success.

**Question 4d. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the removal of the smear layer influence success?**

**Recommendation:** The WG did not find adequate evidence to make a recommendation on the influence of smear layer removal on the success of the pulpectomy. In the SR,1 primary tooth pulpectomy success did not seem to depend on whether or not the smear layer was removed. Therefore, it is suggested that the clinician choose either way of managing the smear layer based on clinical expertise and individual circumstances.

**Summary of findings:** The effect of smear layer removal in primary teeth was evaluated in two RCTs in the SR.1 They could not be evaluated statistically since one was a 24-month study and the other a 36-month study. The 36-month study showed, with smear layer removal, a pulpectomy success rate of 82 percent (14 out of 17) versus 88 percent (15 out of 17) without smear layer removal, and the 24 months study had similar success rates that also were not statistically different. Smear layer removal for pulpectomy in primary teeth does not seem to alter its success.

**Remarks:** The smear layer is an accumulation of dentin and pulp ultra debris formed on the root canal walls during instrumentation for a pulpectomy by rotary or manual filing. Its removal possibly allows the root canal filler to adapt better to the canal walls, but the smear layer may occlude the dentin tubules and prevent bacteria and toxin penetration.

**Question 4e. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the choice of irrigants influence success?**

**Recommendation:** The choice of irrigants (sodium hypochlorite one to five percent, water/saline, or chlorhexidine) had no impact on pulpectomy success. Therefore, the clinicians may choose any of these irrigation solutions based on their clinical expertise and individual circumstances. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

**Summary of findings:** There were three studies in the SR1 that only used sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) as the canal irrigation method. Three other studies used NaOCl and either saline or distilled water during the canal preparation or as the final irrigation solution. The effect of whether the type of irrigation altered success was tested with meta-analyses. For the studies that used NaOCl, the pooled success was 80 percent...
versus 81 percent for those that used NaOCl and saline and/ or distilled water. The difference between the groups was not significant.\(^1\) The quality of the evidence for this result was very low according to the GRADE due to the serious heterogeneity in the I\(^2\) and the indirectness of the comparisons.

Remarks: The SR\(^1\) investigated irrigation of root canals using water/saline, NaOCl, and chlorhexidine on pulpectomy success after 12 months. This data came from a mixture of RCTs and NRSs with different pulpectomy fillers and methods. The articles could not be appropriately grouped to conduct direct comparisons of the irrigation methods. This data could only compute overall pulpectomy success using the three irrigation solutions. The water/saline group evaluated eight studies, which had a pulpectomy success rate of 81 percent (341 out of 421). The success rate of the pulpectomies from 12 studies in the NaOCl group was 89 percent (1,370 out of 1,538). For the three studies in the chlorhexidine group, the success rate of the pulpectomies was 87 percent (162 out of 186).

Question 4f. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the choice of obturation material influence success?

Recommendation: The evidence suggests that zinc oxide/ iodoform/calcium hydroxide (ZO/iodoform/CH) and zinc oxide eugenol (ZOE) may be a better choices for pulpectomy success compared to iodoform at 18 months. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.) The network analysis after 18 months showed that ZO/iodoform/CH ranked first, ZOE second, and iodoform last.

Summary of findings: pulpectomy root canal fillers—ZOE versus iodoform pulpectomy success after 18 months. The meta-analysis showed no significant difference between the success rates for ZOE (92 percent) and iodoform (71 percent) at 18 months.\(^1\) The ZOE success rate was 14 percent better than iodoform; the NNT equals 12, indicating that, after doing 12 pulpectomies, one failure may have been prevented using ZOE compared to iodoform. The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE at 18 months, due to the serious heterogeneity in the I\(^2\) statistic, high ROB, and sample size issues.

ZOE versus ZO/iodoform/CH success 18 months. The ZO/ iodoform/CH success rate was 93 percent versus 89 percent for ZOE at 18 months, and the meta-analysis showed no significant difference.\(^1\) The quality of the evidence for this result was low, according to the GRADE at 18 months, due to the high ROB, serious imprecision seen in the sample sizes in each arm.

ZO/iodoform/CH versus iodoform success 18 months. The ZO/iodoform/CH success rate was 93 percent compared to 63 percent for iodoform at 18 months, and the meta-analysis showed no significant difference.\(^1\) The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE at 18 months, due to the high ROB, serious imprecision seen in the sample sizes in each arm, and the very serious heterogeneity in the I\(^2\) statistic. The nonsignificant NNT equals seven means after 18 months, meaning you may prevent one failure after seven pulpectomies using ZO/iodoform/CH instead of iodoform.

Remarks: The meta-analysis\(^1\) at 18 months showed a significant difference (P<0.001) between the success of ZO/ iodoform/CH and the Vitapex brand of iodoform (RR equals 1.73; 95% CI equals 1.34 to 2.33). The Metapex brand of iodoform showed no significant difference in success compared to ZO/iodoform/CH (RR equals 1.27; 95% CI equals 0.78 to 1.12).

Network analysis: The objective of a network meta-analysis is to combine both the direct and indirect evidence across all studies. The network meta-analysis also ranks the effectiveness of the studied interventions. The 18-month network analysis of pulpectomy filler success ranked ZO/iodoform/CH first, ZOE second, and iodoform worst.\(^1\) Regarding the cumulative probability percentages of rankings, ZO/iodoform/CH and ZOE were markedly better than iodoform. From the 18-month direct comparison data, ZO/iodoform/CH or ZOE appeared to maintain an 18-month success rate near or above 90 percent over time while iodoform success decreased to 71 percent or lower.

ZO and ZO/iodoform/CH versus calcium hydroxide success 12 and 18 months. Two RCTs compared ZOE pulpectomy success to different CH brands at 12 months. The ZOE success rate was 99 percent compared to the CH success rate of 74 percent. The meta-analysis showed a nonsignificant difference between the success rates of ZOE (99 percent) and one CH brand (74 percent).\(^1\) In the SR\(^1\) sensitivity analysis, the other CH brand meta-analysis result was statistically different (P<0.0001) The NNT equals four, meaning after 12 months one failure would be prevented using a ZOE pulpectomy instead of CH. The quality of the evidence for this result was low, according to the GRADE at 12 months, due to the high ROB and serious imprecision in the sample sizes.

The SR\(^1\) found only one RCT at 18 months comparing ZOE to CH. The ZOE success rate was 100 percent (40 out of 40) compared to the CH success of 85 percent (34 out of 40). The same RCT had different arms of CH compared to ZO/ iodoform/CH success. There was no valid comparison using these pulpectomy success rates at 12 or 18 months; therefore, CH was not included in the network analysis.

Question 4g. In primary teeth treated with non-vital pulp therapy, does the timing and/or type of final restoration influence success?

Recommendation: The 12-month data showed stainless steel crowns (SSCs) versus fillings had comparable success unaffected by the timing of when the final restoration was placed. The limited 24-month data suggests that teeth restored with SSCs had better success than composites. Therefore, the clinician may choose the type of restoration based on their clinical preference. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

Summary of findings: type of final restoration. The SR\(^1\) found 15 studies treated teeth with SSCs and five other studies treated teeth with a filling (composite or amalgam). A meta-analysis tested for any 12-month pulpectomy success differences between the two groups and found no significant difference. The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE, due to the very serious heterogeneity in the I\(^2\) and indirect comparison. The SR\(^1\) reported on four NRSs with 24-month data on the type of restoration and success using SSCs and two that used composites. These articles were a mixture of RCTs and observational studies. They showed 24-month pulpectomy success for SSC was 90 percent and for composite was 77 percent.

Timing of final restoration. The SR\(^1\) found 12 studies that treated the teeth on the same day as the pulpectomy and 10 studies that treated the teeth at a later date. For treatment the same day, the pulpectomy success after 12 months was 82 percent compared to 83 percent for placing the restoration at a
later date (one day to one or more weeks later). The difference between the groups was not significant. The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE, due to the very serious heterogeneity in the I² and indirect comparison.

Question 4h. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the obturation technique (syringe, Lentulo, hand pluggers) influence the quality of fill and success?

Recommendation: The quality of the fill (flush fill) and pulpectomy success using Lentulo spirals, hand pluggers, and syringes were not statistically different. The clinicians may choose any of these obturation techniques based on their clinical preference. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

Summary of findings: quality of pulpectomy fill. The SR¹ used a forest plot and compared the pulpectomy data on flush fills (a root canal filled to the apex) from nine studies using Lentulo spirals, five using hand pluggers, and nine using syringes. Using a Lentulo spiral resulted in 63 percent flush fills versus 48 percent with a hand plunger and 62 percent with a syringe. There was no significant difference for the three methods of obturation achieving pulpectomy flush fills. This was a very low quality of evidence due to serious inconsistency in the I² statistic and indirectness of evidence.

Obturation method and pulpectomy success. The SR¹ used a forest plot to compare the pulpectomy success using Lentulos from 12 studies, six using hand pluggers, and seven using syringes. Using Lentulos resulted in 91 percent success versus 87 percent using hand pluggers and 87 percent with syringes after 12 months. There was no significant difference in the three methods of obturation achieving success. The evidence consists of indirect comparisons from various types of study designs (RCTS and observational studies) and different follow-up times. This is a very low quality of evidence due to the very serious heterogeneity in the I² statistic and indirect comparisons of evidence.

The SR¹ used five RCT studies that directly compared pulpectomy success using Lentulo fills versus syringe fills after 12 months of follow-up. The meta-analysis showed no significant difference in these success rates. This is a very low quality of evidence due to the high ROB in some studies and very serious inconsistency in the I² statistic.

Remarks: The overfilling of the canals appears to be related to a lower success for pulpectomy. The data from various RCT and retrospective studies¹⁶-²² show overfilling the root canals in primary teeth tended to result in lowered success. The type of obturation technique (hand plunger, Lentulo, syringe delivery tip) all produce voids when evaluated in vitro and some techniques may cause more overfills (Lentulo) than others.²³ There were not enough clinical studies to evaluate these effects.

Question 4j. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the tooth type (incisor, primary first molar, primary second molar) influence success?

Recommendation: The WG did not find adequate evidence to make a recommendation on the influence of tooth type on success. Pulpectomy success rates from 13 to 36 months do not seem to be altered if a molar versus an incisor is treated due to caries. In addition, the pulpectomy success rates for primary first molars and primary second molars seem to be comparable.

Summary of findings: The SR¹ used 10 studies to report the success rate of the particular primary tooth treated with pulpectomy and the follow-up time. Three RCTs had a 12- to 36-month follow-up and seven NRSs had a follow-up from six to 91 months. For teeth treated due to caries and followed a minimum of 12 months, the incisor success rate was 87 percent (144 out of 166) and the molar success rate was 89 percent (138 out of 155). The success rates for primary first molars versus second molars were nearly the same (91 percent [51 out of 56] and 90 percent [69 out of 77], respectively). No statistical comparison could be made since the evidence consisted of indirect comparisons from various types of study designs and follow-ups. No GRADE assessment of the quality of this evidence was possible.

Remarks: The SR¹ data indicated tooth type did not appear to affect the success rates of primary incisor pulpectomies versus primary molar pulpectomies after 12 months. The success rate for primary incisors was 87 percent (144 out of 166) if treated due to caries versus 89 percent (138 out of 155) for primary molars.

Question 5. In primary teeth treated with pulpectomy, does the type of isolation technique influence success?

Recommendation: The WG did not find adequate evidence to make a recommendation on the influence of trauma on success. The pulpectomy success rate in incisors treated due to trauma or caries was comparable. It does not appear that pulpectomy success was adversely affected if treated for trauma or caries unless the tooth was retraumatized.

Summary of findings: The SR¹ found 10 studies that assessed the success of pulpectomy after trauma or caries. The success rate of traumatized primary anterior teeth pulpectomy after a minimum of 12 months was 77 percent (122 out of 159) versus 87 percent (144 out of 166) for primary incisors with caries. No statistical comparison could be made since the evidence consisted of indirect comparisons from various types of study designs and follow-ups. No GRADE assessment of the quality of this evidence was possible.

Remarks: From this data,¹ incisor pulpectomy success rates do not appear to be much different if treated due to trauma or caries after 12 months. In one RCT study,²⁴ trauma did not decrease the success of an incisor pulpectomy unless the incisor was retraumatized; then pulpectomy success decreased significantly to 41 percent.

Summary of findings: All the studies except five used a rubber dam.¹ The five that did not use a rubber dam did not have usable data to evaluate.

Remarks: The use of a rubber dam is accepted as the standard of care when performing non-vital pulp therapy. It may be unethical to perform a study comparing with and without use of a rubber dam.
Question 6. In primary teeth treated with LSTR what factors influence success?

Question 6a. When doing LSTR, how does traditional 3Mix (with tetracycline) compare to alternate 3Mix (without tetracycline)?

Recommendation: Considering the significantly higher success of alternate 3Mix and the potential adverse effects of tetracycline in children, when doing LSTR clinicians should choose an alternate 3Mix (without tetracycline) over traditional 3Mix. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

Summary of findings: The SR\(^1\) reported the 12-month data of success from nine RCT studies comparing LSTR using 3Mix with minocycline to five LSTR studies using an alternate antibiotic mixture where a tetracycline was not included. There was significantly less success statistically (56 percent) using 3-Mix with a tetracycline versus 3-Mix without tetracycline (76 percent). The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE at 12 months due to the very serious heterogeneity seen in the I\(^2\) statistic, and very serious indirectness due to the indirect comparison.

Remarks: There also was in vitro evidence on this finding. Rafatjou\(^2\) found that the combination of clindamycin, metronidazole, and ciprofloxacin was as effective as the combination of minocycline, metronidazole, and ciprofloxacin, with no significant difference observed in reducing mean bacterial colony counts.

Question 6b. When doing LSTR, should the root canals be filed or broached?

Recommendation: When doing LSTR, clinicians may choose whether or not to file/broach the canals since the success rate for each method was not significantly different. (Conditional recommendation, very low quality of evidence.)

Summary of findings: The SR\(^2\) reported on 11 RCT and NRS studies of LSTR treatment with 12-month results where the canals were not filed or broached before placing the antibiotic paste. A meta-analysis compared these 11 studies to four RCT articles on LSTR where the canals were filed and/or broached before the triple antibiotic paste was placed. There was no significant difference in success rate when the canals were filed or broached before the antibiotic paste placement (72 percent) versus when the canals were not filed or broached before the antibiotic paste was placed (62 percent). The quality of the evidence for this result was very low, according to the GRADE at 12 months, due to the serious heterogeneity seen in the I\(^2\) statistic and very serious indirectness due to the indirect comparison.

Question 7. What are the adverse events associated with non-vital pulp therapy in primary teeth?

Recommendation: The WG did not find adequate evidence to make a recommendation on adverse events after pulpectomy. Moderate to severe pain after 24 hours from a pulpectomy procedure appears to be rare. Enamel defects in the succedaneous tooth replacing a tooth with a pulpectomy seems to be rare, but retained ZOE filler after pulpectomy exfoliation is not an uncommon occurrence. LSTR treatment after 36 months from one report\(^3\) described intraradicular bone loss affecting the permanent tooth. Clinicians should evaluate non-vital pulp treatments for success and adverse events clinically and radiographically at least every 12 months.

Summary of findings: pulpectomy filler resorption. The qualitative data from the SR\(^4\) on filler resorption from six RCTs and NRSs indicated ZOE resorbs slower than the primary tooth root in some cases. This may cause the permanent tooth’s path of eruption to be deflected and may result in anterior crossbite for incisors. The iodoform fillers seemed to resorb at a faster rate than the root, resulting in the pulpectomy looking more like a pulpotomy after 12 to 18 months. Seven studies in the SR\(^4\) found that, if the filler is extruded beyond the apex, iodoform fillers all seem to resorb but ZOE resorbs slowly and can take years to resorb. The qualitative data reported that teeth filled with ZOE for the pulpectomy had all or part of the filler retained in 138 out of 448 teeth (31 percent) based on data from 13 RCTs and NRSs.

Exfoliation after non-vital pulp treatment. The SR\(^5\) reported that, based on Trairatvorakul’s\(^6\) LSTR study, six out of eight teeth exhibit abnormal exfoliation after a two-year follow-up. Grewal’s study\(^7\) was the longest LSTR follow-up (36 months). It showed that LSTR-treated teeth did not resorb, unlike untreated contralateral teeth. The SR\(^5\) combined nine studies on pulpectomy, including RCTs and NRSs showing 76 out of 317 (24 percent) pulpectomy-treated teeth had early exfoliation, and 29 out of 319 (nine percent) were overretained compared to contralateral teeth.

Problems from non-vital treatment in primary teeth on the succedaneous teeth. The SR\(^5\) found only one LSTR study\(^8\) reporting an enamel defect in one out of 71 (one percent) succedaneous teeth. From the SR\(^5\), qualitative data on pulpectomy in five NRSs reported on the presence of enamel defects in succedaneous teeth. The studies indicated the pulpectomy procedure did not cause enamel defects in the succedaneous tooth. Instead, defects were related to the age\(^9\) of the child (younger than 4.6 years) when the tooth became infected, excessive preoperative root resorption,\(^10,11\) or trauma.\(^12,13\) One pulpectomy study\(^14\) involving 103 succedaneous teeth found only seven out of the 103 (6.8 percent) had a small enamel defect. Grewal\(^15\) reported that LSTR teeth followed-up for 36 months were overretained compared to the conventional pulpectomy treatment group, and some LSTR teeth were associated with intraradicular bone loss surrounding the crown of a permanent successor.

Pain. The SR\(^5\) reported that qualitative data on postoperative pain after the first 24 to 48 hours was only associated when a non-vital treatment failed. The SR\(^5\) could only identify three studies on immediate postoperative pain during the first 24 hours after pulpectomy. Taking the three studies\(^16,17,18\) together, regardless of the different variables, the SR\(^5\) categorized the results into no pain, mild pain, and moderate to severe pain in three time intervals: six, 12, and 24 hours posttreatment. The results at 24 hours showed the following: children having no pain (80 percent; 208 out of 261); children with mild pain (12 percent; 31 out of 261); and children with moderate to severe pain (eight percent; 22 out of 261). Severe pain from the pulpectomy procedure did not appear to be a major occurrence.

Research considerations
For non-vital primary tooth pulp treatment, there are various criteria used to grade success. The use of a consistent set of standards to report treatment success would help future systematic reviewers compare results. A furcation radiolucency should decrease after six months or totally resolve to be assessed a success. A static or unchanged radiolucency means the infection is still present but not causing clinical symptoms.
The WG observed problems with some studies in the process of compiling the SR. Authors should ensure their flow diagrams match their results and data in their tables. Also, reviewers of articles should insist that data they are reviewing matches so that future systematic reviewers can extract valid data for comparison. Flow diagrams should be made mandatory for publication by journals, and the flow diagram should match the CONSORT Flow Diagram for RCTs.

Guideline implementation and recommendation adherence

This guideline, the AAPD’s first evidence-based guideline on non-vital pulp therapy, is published in both the journal Pediatric Dentistry and The Reference Manual of Pediatric Dentistry. Additionally, AAPD members will be notified of the new guidelines via social media, newsletters, and presentations. The guidelines are available as an open-access publication on the AAPD’s website.

Guidelines are used by insurers, patients, and health care practitioners to determine the quality of care. Adherence to guideline recommendations is measured because it is believed following best practices reduces inappropriate care and improves outcomes.

Cost-effectiveness of recommendations. The cost-effectiveness of treatment is based on initial and possible re-treatment costs of an intervention. A cost-analysis for therapies with proven health benefits and minimal adverse effects is an important consideration for clinicians, patients, and third-party payors. This is especially important when different procedures with similar outcomes are available to treat a specific condition, as with non-vital pulp therapies. A research brief covering claims data for all children with private dental insurance does not list non-vital pulp therapies in primary teeth as one of top 25 most common procedures performed in children with private dental benefits, but it lists extractions. The few non-vital pulp therapies performed on a population level compared to extraction is a cost-effective treatment health issue since extraction may require a space maintainer to prevent space loss and malocclusion. However, very limited data exist on the cost-effectiveness of non-vital pulp therapies in the primary dentition versus tooth extraction. An extraction alternative may be determined based on both cost-effectiveness and quality of life, as maintaining the integrity of the arches has many implications on function and the development of the occlusion. Pulpectomy is a procedure reimbursed by both private and federally funded insurance companies; however, LSTR is not listed as a specifically coded procedure. Reimbursement of more conservative approaches of pulp therapy aimed at preserving a tooth, such as a pulpectomy and LSTR, will allow clinicians to make conservative choices based exclusively on efficacy and effectiveness of the specific procedures. Clinicians should also make their decision taking into consideration the age of the child at the time of treatment, as the longest follow-up times of the studies used as a basis for these recommendations are 18 months.

In light of the high but relative short-term success of non-vital tooth therapies, further studies are needed to investigate the cost-effectiveness of preserving primary molars with non-vital tooth procedures versus the alternative of extraction and need for space maintainers before and after the eruption of the permanent first molar.

The cost of pulp treatment may be contained by using effective medicaments, as determined by evidence-based research and detailed in this guideline; however, the only way to reduce costs overall is to establish dental homes for every child and implement primary prevention by the child’s parents or caregiver. Primary prevention must start early if treatment costs are to be reduced and oral health maintained.

Workgroup and stakeholders. In December 2018, the AAPD Board of Trustees approved a WG nominated by the Evidence-Based Dentistry Committee to develop a new evidence-based clinical practice guideline on non-vital pulp therapies in primary teeth with deep caries lesions. The WG consisted of pediatric dentists in public and private practice involved in research and education; the stakeholders consisted of representatives from general dentistry, governmental and nongovernmental agencies, and international and specialty dental organizations.

External stakeholders. External and internal stakeholders reviewed the document during the process of development of the guideline. Internal stakeholders also participated in anonymous surveys to determine the scope and outcomes of the guideline. All stakeholder comments were considered and addressed in the WG meetings. It is expected that the publication and dissemination of the guideline will generate additional dialogue, comments, and feedback from professional, academic, and community stakeholders.

Intended users. The target audiences for this guideline are dental team members in private, dental school, or public health care settings such as pediatric dentists, dental educators, general dentists, public health practitioners, policymakers, program managers, third-party insurers, dental students/residents, and parents/guardians. The target populations include children needing non-vital pulp therapy in primary teeth.

Guideline updating process. The AAPD’s Evidence-Based Dentistry Committee will monitor the biomedical literature to identify new evidence that may impact the current recommendations. These recommendations will be updated five years from the time of the last systematic search unless the Evidence-Based Dentistry Committee determines that an earlier revision or update is warranted.
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